REFINITIV® EIKON GLOBAL EQUITIES

In the know – when it matters most

Given the evolving and global nature of equities trading today, the financial community needs a stable way to keep pace. The Refinitiv® Eikon Global Equities variant gives equity and equity derivative users easier access to relevant, premium equity content and functionality. It allows you to make informed trading decisions with unique and comprehensive news, data, analytics and insight.

- Trade monitoring
- Market share analysis
- Liquidity search

Features at a glance

Our new desktop solution integrates our differentiated apps to give you an end-to-end trading solution with what you need to know about global equities – all in one place.

- **Reuters News** – one of the world’s leading and most trusted news providers. Our customizable content delivery is accessible anywhere, anytime, providing daily coverage of what you need to know to make smart trades. This includes global market updates, CEO interviews and conversations, economics and politics, analysis and trade ideas, Reuters Newsmakers, live special event coverage and more.

- **Equity derivatives apps** – state-of-the-art derivatives capabilities, including options calculators, convertible securities and strategies to help you stay ahead of the competition.

- **Market Share Reporter** – our simplified liquidity search tool for individual stocks traded across multiple venues, offering both real-time and historical data. This gives you a transparent view of market trends and the ability to predict the future direction of liquidity.

- **Refinitiv® I/B/E/S® Estimates** – with one of the longest records of data, you’ll receive a complete global picture of analyst forecasts on a company’s performance.

- **Refinitiv® Autex®** puts you in contact with a vast, global network of venues and liquidity pools, allowing brokers to advertise pre- or post-trade equities liquidity to buy-side clients, who can then incorporate these messages into their trade strategies.

---

**REFINITIV®**

DATA IS JUST
THE BEGINNING®
• **Westlaw Court Wire®** – the power of Refinitiv-owned legal research provider Westlaw, combined with Refinitiv tick history data and the analytic features of Eikon, give equity traders access to timely alerts of new cases in 200 key U.S. courts, plus a synopsis of pertinent legal issues in each filing so you can react and make effective decisions.

• **Refinitiv® StarMine®** – our suite of proprietary alpha-generating analytics and models, grounded in sound economic intuition and backed by rigorous analysis.

• **Refinitiv® REDI® EMS** – our award-winning, broker-neutral, multi-asset execution management system is available as an add-on so you can trade directly on the platform.

Data is everything.

We deliver what you need, when you need it.